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Abstract-The propagation characteristics of the core and ring modes and the coupling behaviors between 
them under micro bending in a specially designed micro-stmctured fiber were numerically studied with the 
finite-diference method. 

In this paper, we propose a novel design of micro-structured fiber with a solid core and a solid ring region. 
Surrounded by air holes, a core mode and one or more ring modes, all well guided, were identified. The relative 
sizes of the effective refractive index of the core and ring modes depended on the sizes of the core and ring 
region. Then, the coupling behaviors between the core and ring modes were evaluated under micro bending. The 
air-hole distribution of the micro-structured fiber is schematically shown in Fig. 1. Here, one can see that the air 
hole distribution forms a solid core and a solid ring region. The following parameters are designed: the air hole 
spacing a = 2.3 Im, the diameter of the outer-shell hole d = 0.6a, the thickness of the solid ring region b = 0.9a, 
and the air-hole diameter between the core and ring regions d’ = 0.6a. The considered wavelength is fixed at 
1550 nm. Fig. 2 shows the close-up of the core mode intensity distribution. This mode has the effective 
refractive index as 1.41354. Fig. 3 shows the intensity distribution of the first ring mode (the one with the 
largest effective refractive index). This mode has the effective refractive index as 1.41857. There are totally 
three ring modes in this micro-structured fiber. Note that the effective refractive index of the ring mode shown 
in Fig. 3 is larger than that of the core mode. We studied the variations of effective refractive index of various 
modes with the ring thickness b/a when d’/a = 0.6. We found that the effective index of the core mode did not 
significantly change over the concemed b range. However, the effective refractive indices of ring modes 
increase with the solid ring thickness. For b/a larger than 0.7, the effective indices of the ring modes are larger 
than that of the core mode. For smaller b/a, the trend is reversed. The ring mode number increases with the ring 
thickness. Up to three ring modes were found when b/a = 0.9. Then, the variation of effective index with #/a 
was investigated. The results were obtained with the assumption that b/a = 0.9 when #/a = 0.6. Also, the centers 
of the air holes between the core and the solid ring region were not changed when d’/a was varied. Hence, as d’ 
increased, the sizes of the solid core and ring regions were reduced. Therefore, the effective indices of all modes 
decrease with #/a. Then, we show the coupling behaviors between the core mode and the cladding modes under 
micro bending. The micro bending period was set intending to phase-match the core mode the ring mode 1 when 
b/a = 0.9 and d’/a = 0.6. The coupling coefficient varies with fiber length in a period of only 155 pm although 
the micro bending period is 310 pm. This result is due to the symmetric field distributions of both core and ring 
modes in this case. The amplitude of coupling coefficient variation is as large as 64OO/m. The variations of 
coupling coefficient amplitude between the core mode and various ring modes with b/a were then studied. It is 
interesting to see that for all existing ring modes, there is a b/a value (around 0.7) leading to the maximum 
coupling coefficient amplitude. With the solid ring thickness too large or too small, coupling strength is 
significantly reduced. 

Fig. 1 Structure of the micro-structured Fig. 2 Intensity distribution of the Fig. 3 Intensity distribution of 
fiber. core mode. the first ring mode. 
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